The establishment of frequency dependent limits for electric and magnetic fields and evaluation of indirect effects.
The biophysical model described in this paper has been used as basis for the preparation of the German standards which determine and define limits of exposure to electric or magnetic fields below several MHz, including 50/60 Hz. The electric field strength within the tissue is considered decisive for the biological effect in the low frequency range. Threshold values of field strengths and current densities including biological effects are compared. It is possible to establish "safe", "dangerous" and "hazardous" current density curves as a function of frequency. To define exposure limits, the field strength or current density causing injury should be reduced by a factor exceeding 100 in order to avoid well established biological effects. The electric and magnetic field strengths in the human environment are correlated with the corresponding electric current density induced in the human body. This enables "safe", "dangerous" and "hazardous" levels of current density in the human body to be correlated with the external electric or magnetic field strength. Additionally to the direct field effects indirect effects must be considered. In the second part of this paper data on touch voltages and currents are summarized and evaluated with regard to their health risk. Furthermore, as an example for indirect effects the interference of electric and magnetic fields with pacemakers is considered.